
ADDITIVE FUNCTIONALS ON C(Y)1

J. KUELBS

1. Introduction. In [l] and [2] Cameron and Graves provide an

interesting characterization of the class of additive Wiener measur-

able functionals on the space C of real valued continuous functions on

[0, 1 ] which vanish at zero. The purpose of this paper is to obtain a

similar characterization for additive measurable functionals on C( Y)

when F is the product space IXr.it^*, bk]. It is assumed that Y has

the product topology, that bk—ak = 0(2~k), and that C(Y) denotes

the real continuous functions on Y with the uniform topology. The

measure on C(Y) is the Gaussian measure m defined in [3].

Since the class of open subsets of C(Y) is m-measurable it follows

that continuous functionals are measurable and, in particular, that

bounded linear functionals on C(Y) will have our representation.

In Theorems 2 and 3 the relationship between the Riesz representa-

tion and our representation for bounded linear functionals is deter-

mined. In §4 it is shown that certain additive functionals on C(X),

where A is a compact metric space, also have our representation.

2. Preliminary results. Let F„=FJj_i [ak, bk]Xan where a„

= (an+i, aH+i, • ■ ■) for n=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , and by Sn denote the 2" sub-

sets of Yn formed by selecting n — k of the first n coordinates and set-

ting each such x3 equal to aj while the remaining k coordinates among

the first n are allowed to vary as they do in Yn. The symbol S1 denotes

U^°_i Sn. If IES and / has k>0 coordinates which vary, then pi

denotes Lebesgue measure on I when I is considered as fc-dimen-

sional. If I is the single point (ai, ai, • ■ ■ ), then pi is the measure

obtained by placing mass one at this point.

If B is a Borel subset of F, we define v(B) = ^jes ui(BDI). Then

v is sigma-additive on the Borel sets and C(Y) is dense in £i(Y) with

respect to mean square convergence. In fact, polynomials in finitely

many coordinates of F with rational coefficients are dense in £i(Y),

and, as a result, a countable orthonormal basis of polynomials exists

for £2(F).

Let {(pkip)} he a complete orthonormal set in <£2(F) each of which

is a polynomial in a finite number of variables. If gG^2(F) and

gnip) = zZt-i Ckd»cip) where ck = fygfadv, then, as is shown in [3],

the P.W.Z. (Paley, Wiener, Zygmund) integral fygidf)~ = limn frgndf
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exists for almost all/ in C(Y). Here by fygnd/ we mean 22/es Jignd/

where figndf denotes the ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes integral of g„

with respect to/over / when gn and/ are thought of as functions on I.

The existence of Jygndf for almost all / in C( Y) and the fact that

frgndf is a Gaussian functional with mean zero and variance %frgndv

is assured by results in [3]. It is also shown in [3] that fyg(df)~ is a

Gaussian functional with expectation zero and variance %fyg2dv

which is independent of the complete orthonormal set {d>k(p)} pro-

vided each d>k is a polynomial in a finite number of variables. Conse-

quently, if gi, • • • , gH are orthonormal elements of £2(F), then

Jygi(df)~, • • • , fygn(df)~ form an independent family of Gaussian

functionals with mean zero and variance one-half.

In [4] Cameron and Martin introduced a complete orthonormal

set of functionals in £2(C) where C is as in the Introduction and the

measure on C is Wiener measure. In a similar fashion one can intro-

duce a complete orthonormal set of functionals for the space of square

integrable functionals £2 on C(Y).

Let Hn(u) be the partially normalized Hermite polynomial

(-l)»2~n/2(Ml)-1/2e»2-(e-«2)    for n = 0,1,2, ■■■ .
dun

If {<bP(p)} is any orthonormal basis for £2(F), we define

(2.1)     *m.t(/) = Hm(f d>k(df)-j ,   m = 0.1, • • • : k = 1, 2, • • • ,

(2-2) *-,....«C/) = «Wi(/) • ■ • *W(/).

Since Ho(u) = l it follows that <S>0,a(/) = 1 and *»,,. ..,rat,o,.. -,o(f)

= \I/mi,. ■ -,mk(/). By {^a} we will denote the set of functionals of the

form (2.2) where a is any finite sequence of nonnegative integers.

Then {^a} is a complete orthonormal subset for £2. That is, if F

is in £2, then

r N ~12
lim E\F(/) -        2Z        Am,...,mN*mi,...,mif(f)     = 0

where Amu...,mN = E[F(/)^fmi,...,mN(/)] and by £(•) we mean inte-

gration with respect to the measure m on C(Y). The proof of this can

be carried out with only a few minor modifications to the proof of the

corresponding result in [4].

Henceforth we will assume {<bk(p)} is a complete orthonormal set

for £2(F) and that each is a polynomial in a finite number of vari-

ables. Using the Fourier-Hermite expansion for functionals in £2 men-
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tioned above and the translation theorem of [3] for the measure m

on CiY) it is possible by application of the techniques of Cameron

and Graves found in [l] and [2]  to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let F(f) be measurable and additive on C(Y). Let {4>kip)}

be the complete orthonormal set of polynomials for £2(Y) used in the

definition of the Fourier-Hermite functionals  and set 8k(p)=fY(P)(j>kdv

where Y(p)= FL"-i[a*> X*J if P=(xu xz • ' ' )• Then ZXi[F(0*)]2
< co and, for almost all f in C(Y),

(2.3) F(f) = Z F(9k) f (bkdf.
k-l J Y

3. The representation theorem and its relationship to the integral

representation of Riesz. A functional F will be called essentially

additive, homogeneous, or linear if it is almost everywhere equal to a

functional which is additive, homogeneous, or linear, respectively.

Theorem 1. A measurable function F is essentially additive on C( Y)

iff for almost all f in C(Y)

(3.1) F(f) =  f h(df)~

where h is in £2(F).

Proof. Since F is measurable and essentially additive there exists

an additive measurable functional G on C(Y) such that F(f) = G(f)

almost everywhere. Now by (2.3)

G(f) = E G(Bk) f 4>kdf
k-l J Y

almost everywhere and  '5Zt-i[G(8k)]i< °°- Let

N

h = l.i.m.  zZ G(9k)d>k,
N k-l

then bv definition fYh(df)~ = limN JvgNdf where gN= zZt-iCkd>k and

ck = fY4>khdv = G(dk). That is, fYh(df)~=lZ?=iG(ek)fr(t>kdf=G(f) for
almost all/ and hence (3.1) holds for F almost surely.

Suppose F(f) = fyh(df)~ almost surely for some h in £2(Y). Since

fyh(df)~ is linear on a linear subspace of C(Y) of measure one it fol-

lows that fYh(df)~ can be extended to be linear on all of C(Y). Hence

F(f) is essentially linear on C(Y) and the theorem is proved.

Corollary. If F is measurable and essentially additive on C(Y),
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then F is essentially linear and has a Gaussian distribution with mean

zero and variance \/yh'ldv when F is as in (3.1).

PROOF. The fact that F is essentially linear appears in the proof

of Theorem 1. To see that F(f) has the indicated Gaussian distribu-

tion simply observe that F(f) =fyh(d/)~ almost everywhere for some

hE£i(Y). Now fYh(d/)~ = limn frgnd/ where g„= ]C*=i c*0* and
ck=fYhd)kdv, and since {ckfY<f>kd/} is a sequence of independent Gaus-

sian functionals with mean zero and variance c\/2 the result follows.

If F(f) is a bounded linear functional on C(Y), then the Riesz

representation theorem asserts that there exists a finite signed mea-

sure p. on the Borel subsets <S> of Y such that F(f) =frfdp for all

fEC(Y). On the other hand, F(f) = fYh(df)~ for almost all /in C(Y)
where A is in £2(Y). We now proceed to relate the measure p and the

function h.

If p. is a finite signed measure on 03 and r is a continuous function

of Y into F, then for every BE® we have t~1(B)E<& and we define

MT to be the measure on 03 such that pT(B) = h(t~1(B)) for BE®-

By rn we mean the projection of Y onto Y„ for n = 1, 2, • • • . That

is, t„(xi, • • • , x„, xn+x, • • ■ ) = (xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn, an+x, - • • ) for all p in F.

NowTn is continuous and hencepn=pTn is a finite signed measure on Y

concentrated in Yn.

Lemma 2. I//is in C(Y), then

lim   I  /dnn =  I  /d/i.
n—♦ «   */ y */ y

Proof. First observe that

)  f(p)dnn =  |  /(^MT» =  f f(r»(p))dn   for n = 1, 2, • • • .
*/ y «/ y J y

Then since/EC(F) and t„ converges uniformly to the identity map,

we have

lim   f /(p)dun =  f /(£)*»■
n—* co    */ y •/ y

Since pn is a finite signed measure concentrated in Yn it follows

from [5, p. 288] that there exists a unique function Hn on Y„ such

that

(1) H„ is bounded and of bounded variation on all IESn,

(2) Hn(p) = 0 if any xk = bk when p=(xi, ■ • • , x„, an+1, ■ ■ •),

(3) iJn is left continuous on   Yn  except possibly for points p
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= (xi, • • • , x„, an+i, ■ ■ ■ ) when some xk = bk, and

(4) JYJdHn=frfdpn for all fEC(Y).
On the other hand, the existence of an Hn satisfying (1), (2), and (3)

implies the existence of a measure un concentrated on the Borel sub-

sets of Yn such that (4) holds. We extend Hn to be zero on Y— Yn.

Since Hn = 0 on F— Yn it follows that

r (~D"Hndf=z ri-DnHndf = zz f i-i)nHndf.
J Y lesJ I leSn J I

Now by the integration by parts formula given in [6, p. 415] and the

fact that H„ip) = 0 for all p=(xi, • • • , x„, a„+i, ■ • •) when some

xk = bk for k = l, • • • , n, we obtain JYi — l)nHndf=fYJdHn. It is now

possible to relate the Riesz representation of a bounded linear func-

tional and the representation provided in (3.1). In the next theorem

we assume ptn =p.Tn and that Hn(p) is related to un as above.

Theorem 2. If F is a bounded linear functional on CiY) such that

F(J)=fYfdu where p, is a finite signed measure on (S>, then F(f)

=fYh(df)~ for almost all f in C(Y) where hE£i(Y) and h(p)
= l.i.m.n(-l)"Hn(p).

Proof. Sincelim„ fYJdun=fYfduand JYJdpm=fYJdHB =fY(-l)nH„df
we have F(f) =limnfY(-l) *Hndf for all/ in C( Y). Now F(f) = fYh (df)~
and since fY(-l)nHndf=fYi—l)nHnidf)~ almost surely on CiY) it

follows that limn^„ /r[( — l)nHn — h]idf)~ = 0 for almost all /. How-

ever, /r[( — l)nHn — h]idf)~ is a Gaussian functional with mean zero

and variance fY [( — l)"Hn — h]2dv so we have limn fY [(— l)nH„ — h]2dv

= 0 as was to be proved.

Lemma 3. If E is an open subset of CiY), then w(£) >0.

Proof. Let /= {fECiY): ||/|| gX} where ||/|| is the uniform norm

of/ and X>0. Let {/*} be a sequence of polynomials on Y each in a

finite number of variables such that {fk} is dense in CiY). Let i*

= {fECiY) :||/-/*||=gX}. Then /,-/* = /, and if P(/)=X/(/), we
have by the translation theorem in  [3] that

EiFif)) = E^Fif + ft) exp[- § fav - 2JV*#]} •

Thus m(7)=0 if and only if milk)=0. However, C(F) =ur=i h and
if mil) =0 then miCiY)) =0 which is a contradiction. Thus mil) >0

and m ilk) > 0 for 4 = 1,2, • • • . Since E is open there exists X > 0 and

/,■ such that Ij= {fECiY): \\f-f3\\ gX} is a subset of E. Hence w(£)
^ m ilj) > 0 as was to be proved.
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Let h(p) be a function on Y and define Hn(p) = h(p) for pEYn

except when some coordinate xk of p is bk and zero otherwise. Further,

suppose Hn satisfies conditions (1) and (3) and that /xn is the finite

signed measure concentrated on Fn related to ( — l)nHn. We then say

{n„} is obtained from h. If fj. is a signed measure on Y then \p\ (Y)

denotes the total variation of p..

Theorem 3. // F(f)=JYh(d/)~ where hE£i(Y) and {pn} is ob-

tained from h such that |/x„| (Y)<M for n = l, 2, ■ ■ • , then F(f) is
essentially a bounded linear functional on C(Y), and for almost all f

in C(Y)

F(f) = lim   ffdvn.
n     Jy

Proof. Since fY/dnn=/Yn(-l)n/dHn=fYHnd/ it follows that

lim„ /y/^„ = limB fYHnd/. Now H„ converges to h in £2(F), and for

almost all /EC(Y)

lim I" f Hnd/ - f h(d/)~I = lim   f (Hn - h)(d/)~ = 0
n    \_J Y J Y -1 n     J Y

since lim„ fY(Hn— h)2dv = Q. Hence lim„ JY/dpn = JYh(d/)~= F(J) for

almost all/ in C(F). Since open sets have positive measure there

exists a dense set {/k} in C(Y) such that lim„ /y/Arf/xn = P(/jt) for

4 = 1, 2, • • • . Let/EC(Y). Then

I   f /rfM» ~   f /<*/•»    ̂   2M\\f - /*||  + I   f /tffo, -   f fkd^   ,
\%) y ^y l^y *^y

so lim„ fyfdpn exists for all fEC(Y). If !,(/) =lim„ fYfdpi„, then Z(/)
is linear, L(f) = F(f) almost surely, and Z(/)^M||/||. Hence F(/) is

an essentially bounded linear functional on C(Y).

4. Since any compact metric space X is homeomorphic to a closed

subset of Y it follows that any additive functional on C(A^) gives rise

to an additive functional on C(Y). That is, let 0 be a homeomorphism

of X into Fand define0(f) =/(<!>(•)), fEC(Y), then 6 maps C(Y) onto
C(X) and 8 is continuous. The measure me is defined on the Borel sub-

sets a of C(X) by the equation me(A) =m(8~1(A)), AE&- Then if G

is an essentially additive ws-measurable functional on C(X), we have

F(f) = G(B(f)) as an essentially additive measurable functional on

C(Y). Using Theorem 1 with <b and 8 defined as above, we get the

following result.

Theorem 4. // a functional G on C(X) is essentially additive and

me-measurable, then there exists an h in £i(Y) such that g=8(f) implies
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Gig) = f hidf)~
J Y

for almost every g in C(X).

In particular, since the open sets of C(A) are w9-measurable it fol-

lows that the bounded linear functionals on C(X) have the above

representation.
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